VIA EMAIL

December 3, 2021

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
Freedom of Information Act Office
500 12th Street, S.W., Stop 5009
Washington, D.C. 20536-5009
Email: ICE-FOIA@dhs.gov

Dear Ms. Pavlik-Keenan:

This letter constitutes a request under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 5. U.S.C. § 552(a)(3), and is submitted on behalf of the Electronic Privacy Information Center (“EPIC”) to the Department of Homeland Security’s (“DHS”) U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”).

EPIC requests records related to ICE’s communications and contracts with Babel Street and purchase and use of Babel Street’s software. Babel Street sells a location-tracking software called Locate X, which reportedly allows users to access current, retrospective, and subsequent location data from cell phones that enter certain physical perimeters.¹

Documents Requested

EPIC requests disclosure of the following documents:

1. All emails, communications, and memoranda:
   a. Shared between ICE and any representative from Babel Street;
   b. Or referencing Babel Street or Locate X;
   c. Or shared since 2017 and mentioning location data or geolocation;

2. All contracts, contract proposals, purchase card transaction worksheets, quotes, invoices, receipts, orders, and licenses:
   a. Between ICE and Babel Street;
   b. Between ICE and other vendor(s) mentioning Babel Street or Locate X;

3. All presentations and sales or marketing materials mentioning Babel Street or Locate X;

4. Any training materials, handbooks, or presentations:
   a. Mentioning Babel Street or Locate X;
   b. Or concerning the collection, use, disclosure/dissemination, or retention of location data or geolocations and created or shared since 2017;

5. Any Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs), Privacy Threshold Analysis (PTAs), privacy policies, instructions, directives, or other privacy analyses:

a. Concerning use of Babel Street software or Locate X;
b. Or concerning the collection, use, disclosure/dissemination, or retention of location data or geolocations;

6. All reports, legal analyses, white papers, talking points, and briefing materials:
a. Concerning use of Babel Street software or Locate X and shared by or with ICE since 2017;
b. Or concerning the collection, use, disclosure/dissemination, or retention of location data or geolocations and shared by or with ICE since 2017.

**Background**

Babel Street is a U.S.-based technology company that sells the location-tracking software Locate X. To track cell phones, Locate X uses location data acquired from data brokers that, in turn, compile data from mobile applications. As one former official reported to Protocol, Locate X allows government officials to “draw . . . a geo-fence around the vicinity of [a] site,” capture cell phones that had been in that site at a certain time, and identify the prior and subsequent movements of those devices. Locate X can also be used by federal officials to “identify mobile devices carried near popular border crossing points into the U.S. and pull up the historical location data for those devices, viewing where they’ve been in the preceding months.”

Government spending data shows ICE has contracted with Babel Street or for Babel Street software several times since 2017. ICE entered into a $1.1m contract for Babel Street software in 2018 and a $1.5m contract in 2019. Other DHS agencies and other federal agencies have entered into substantial contracts for Babel Street software as well.

---
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5 Delivery Order (DO), PIID No. 70CMSD18FR0000226, USAspending, https://www.usaspending.gov/award/CONT_AWD_70CMSD18FR0000226_7012_HSHQDC13D00002_7001 (Delivery Order from ICE to Thundercat Technology, LLC for $1.1m with a September 19, 2018 start date).
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The public has the right to know about ICE’s purchase and use of Babel Street location-tracking software. ICE’s contracts with Babel Street are especially troubling in light of the 2018 Supreme Court decision in *Carpenter v. United States*, which held unconstitutional the government’s warrantless access of cell site location information.\(^9\) Especially concerning to the Supreme Court was how rapid technological developments are providing the government with a previously unanticipated level of access to extensive information about individuals.\(^10\) Despite this Supreme Court decision, ICE is persistent in its efforts to access detailed location data. ICE’s contracts with Babel Street are one of several attempts by the agency to obtain location data through third party commercial vendors.\(^11\) ICE should produce documents informing the public about its contracts and communications with Babel Street, how it is employing Babel Street’s location-tracking technology, and how it is assessing the software’s risks to privacy rights.

**Expedited Review**

EPIC is entitled to expedited processing of this request because there is an urgency to inform the public about a government activity.\(^12\) Under DHS FOIA regulations, a request shall be “given expedited treatment” when there is “an urgency to inform the public about an actual or alleged federal government activity, if made by a person primarily engaged in disseminating information.”\(^13\) EPIC’s request qualifies for expedited processing under these grounds.

First, there is a clear urgency to inform the public about DHS’s use of location-tracking technology. As evidenced by media publications and statements by congressional representatives, the public is growing increasingly concerned by government surveillance, particularly the government location-tracking practices and access to detailed location data.\(^14\)

---

15. 2021 start date); *Delivery Order (DO)*, PIID No. 19AQMM18F4045, USAspending, https://www.usaspending.gov/award/CONT_AWD_19AQMM18F4045_1900_NNG15SD26B_8000 (Delivery Order from the Department of State to Thundercat Technology, LLC for $125k with a September 20, 2018 start date); *Purchase Order (PO)*, PIID No. DJM17A32P0036, USAspending, https://www.usaspending.gov/award/CONT_AWD_DJM17A32P0036_1544_-_NONE-_-_NONE- (Purchase Order from the Department of Justice to Babel Street for $61k with a September 11, 2017 start date); *Purchase Order (PO)*, PIID No. W912K316P0032, USAspending, https://www.usaspending.gov/award/CONT_AWD_W912K316P0032_9700_-_NONE-_-_NONE- (Purchase Order from the Department of Defense to Thundercat Technology, LLC for $20k with an August 9, 2016 start date).
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Moreover, there is an urgency to inform the public about ICE’s use of this software on immigrants, noncitizens, and immigrant communities. DHS agencies have faced considerable public scrutiny in the last few years and even in the last few weeks about their practices of targeting noncitizens, infringing on their rights, and displaying a lack of respect for their human dignity.\textsuperscript{15}

Second, EPIC is an organization “primarily engaged in disseminating information” as a news media requester.\textsuperscript{16} As the Court explained in \textit{EPIC v. DOD}, “EPIC satisfies the definition of ‘representative of the news media’” under the FOIA.\textsuperscript{17} Accordingly, EPIC is entitled to expedited processing of this request under 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(d)(1)(ii).

In submitting this request for expedited processing, EPIC certifies that this explanation is true and correct to the best of its knowledge and belief.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Fee Waiver}

EPIC is a “representative of the news media” for fee classification purposes.\textsuperscript{19} Because EPIC is a “news media” requester and, as a non-profit organization, has no commercial interest in the requested records, EPIC is entitled to receive the requested records with only duplication fees assessed.\textsuperscript{20}

In addition, any duplication fees should be waived because: (1) “[d]isclosure of the requested information is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government”; and (2) “[d]isclosure of the information is not primarily in the commercial interest of” EPIC.\textsuperscript{21}
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(1) Disclosure of the requested information will contribute significantly to public understanding of government activities.

DHS components evaluate four factors to determine whether a disclosure is in the public interest: (i) whether the subject of the requested records concerns “identifiable operations or activities of the federal government”; (ii) whether the disclosure is “meaningfully informative about government operations or activities in order to be ‘likely to contribute’ to an increased public understanding of those operations or activities”; (iii) whether the disclosure contributes “to the understanding of a reasonably broad audience of persons interested in the subject”; and (iv) whether “the public’s understanding of the subject” will be “enhanced by the disclosure to a significant extent.”

First, the requested records “concern identifiable operations or activities of the federal government.” The government has documented in its spending data its purchases of Babel Street software. It is therefore “direct and clear” that the federal government has engaged in this government activity.

Second, disclosure of the requested records is “likely to contribute’ to an increased public understanding of . . . government operations or activities.” Disclosure would be “meaningfully informative about government operations or activities” because the government has not been transparent about its communications with Babel Street, Locate X, or its purchase and use of location data generally.

Third, disclosure will “contribute to the understanding of a reasonably broad audience of persons interested in the subject,” because ICE must “presume[] that a representative of the news media,” such as EPIC, “will satisfy this consideration.” The requested records will reach a large audience through EPIC’s website and its online newsletter, the EPIC Alert. EPIC’s FOIA work is also frequently covered by major media outlets.

Fourth, “[t]he public's understanding of the subject in question” will be “enhanced by the disclosure to a significant extent.” Little is known about how Babel Street’s Locate X software works and how ICE is implementing the software. Disclosure of the requested records will help the public better understand how, where, and on whom the agency is using this technology and
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32 See supra note 27 and accompanying text.
how ICE is justifying the use in light of the privacy risks at stake and the constitutional restrictions on location-tracking technology.

(2) Disclosure of the information is not primarily in the commercial interest of the requester.

EPIC’s request satisfies the “commercial interest” condition for a fee waiver because disclosure of the requested information is “not primarily in the commercial interest” of EPIC, the requester.33 EPIC has no “commercial interest that would be furthered by the requested disclosure.”34 EPIC is a registered non-profit organization committed to open government, privacy, and civil liberties.35 DHS regulations state that DHS components “ordinarily shall presume that where a news media requester has satisfied the public interest standard, the public interest will be the interest primarily served by disclosure to that requester.”36 As described above, EPIC is a news media requester and satisfies the public interest standard.

For these reasons, EPIC’s request for a fee waiver should be granted.

Conclusion

Thank you for your consideration of this request. EPIC anticipates your determination on its request within ten calendar days.37 For questions regarding this request contact Jeramie Scott at (202) 483-1140 x108 or FOIA@epic.org, cc:jscott@epic.org.

Respectfully submitted,

/s Jeramie Scott
Jeramie Scott
EPIC Senior Counsel

/s Dana Khabbaz
Dana Khabbaz
EPIC Law Fellow

33 § 5.11(k)(1)(ii).
34 Id. § 5.11(k)(3)(i).
36 5.11(k)(3)(ii).